Expert advice

optimism in a

gloomy world
By Jamie Ford

as New Zealand economists were

opportunities the optimist sees, and

T

predicting that unemployment might

this applies to businesses as well

rise to 7% the media reported that 20%

as individuals. They often become

of the working population were worried

hesitant, so mesmerised by the bad

about losing their jobs.

news that they delay decision-making.

Now let’s use some applied optimism

All this achieves is to drag down

hings are tough – if it’s
not the IMF telling us how
long it will take for the
world to come out of recession,
it’s newspapers telling us how
difficult it is to be in business
right now. But as Britain’s
wartime leader Winston Churchill
said, “A pessimist sees the
difficulty in every opportunity; an
optimist sees the opportunity in
every difficulty.”

here. If unemployment rises to 7%,
that means 93% of people will be
employed. If the worst scenario comes
true and 20% lose their jobs, 80% will
still be in a job, paying the mortgage,
putting food on the table, and planning
for the next family holiday.

spirits, mood, and morale, making it
more likely that the worst scenario will
come true. Keep focusing on “how bad
everything is” and the motivation of
everyone in your team will drop like a
stone. Then you miss critical deadlines,
make poorer decisions and are less

If we focus on the negative, it will

It is human nature to over-react to the

likely to put in the effort needed to win

dominate our thinking. For example,

negative, which means missing the

that next piece of business.

What would
46.9%*
revenue growth
do for your
business?
To make it happen contact Ty Jones at Results.com
Results.com is New Zealand’s leading provider of strategic
planning, implementation and
business advisory services.

*Businesses engaged with Results.com Consultants in the last financial year, on average
grew their revenues by 46.9% as independently verified by Perceptive Insight.
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But customers and clients have their

and make the best of whatever

own difficulties and will welcome a

circumstances they find themselves in.

cheerful optimistic supplier or service
provider.

1. Contact the customer to find out
what they could do to put things
right and retain the business.

Your business will be much more
successful if it minimises the downside

2. Listen carefully for any hint of

It is easy to talk ourselves into a low

of the current adversities, and ensures

dissatisfaction from other customers

mood and find reasons not to take the

that every success is celebrated in a

and act decisively to eliminate those

necessary, and perhaps brave, actions

way that is meaningful for your team.

dissatisfactions.

that will maintain forward momentum.

Focus on all the positives, which will

But it’s much better to face the bad

maintain morale and boost effort.

news early and with energy and then
quickly seek another customer who
wants what you offer.

3. Redouble their efforts to win new
customers and gain more business
from existing customers.

For example, the salespeople at one
of Foresight’s clients became reluctant
to face angry customers whose orders

When faced with adversity optimists

were delayed by a factory strike.

will swiftly assess the facts and act

But once they developed skills in

decisively, knowing that they must

optimistic thinking they went out and

confidently face every danger. That’s

actually increased sales to those same

because every danger presents an

customers.

opportunity, and businesses need to
seize those opportunities.

Indulging in a few days of whining or
becoming paralysed by gloom is not
the way of optimists. Optimists quickly
isolate the issues, take steps to ensure

Another client realised that whenever
they lost a customer they spent days

they are temporary, and focus on
creative problem-solving.
And then they go out and solve those
problems and keep their businesses
growing.

More than 1,000 studies worldwide

moping over it and berating the

show that optimists do better than

customer. When they learned how to

Jamie Ford is director of Rosedale-

pessimists when confronted by

think optimistically they saw they had

based HR and mental toughness

adversity. Optimists find the silver

to do three things when a customer

consultancy The Foresight Institute,

lining in the dark clouds of misfortune,
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Keep your
staff hydrated
& beat the
afternoon fatigue
Call Dolphin Water Coolers
for your total home and office
water solutions
Dolphin Water Coolers provide healthy
clean water at a economical price
Supplying local North Shore businesses
for over 20 years Dolphin Water Coolers
guarantee you’ll be happy with their
expertise, products and service

For friendly service call Peter today

Mention this ad and you receive the first six months
Water Cooler rental fee FREE (worth $150). Conditions apply.

Phone: 09 410 8999

68D Paul Matthews Road Albany
sales@dolphinwater.co.nz
www.dolphinwater.co.nz

A
BIG
DEAL
FOR SMALL BUSINESSES!
Now there is no need to pay huge print prices...
just because you’re small

DARE TO
COMPARE!
Our prices will
never be smaller!

WIN

This 160GB Verbatim
Portable External Hard Drive worth $150!
Join our email subscriber list in May
and go into the draw.
Proudly supported by
Corporate Consumables

www.corpcons.co.nz

20% OFF
LETTERBOX DISTRIBUTION

* See PrintSaver website for terms and conditions.

Find it hard to get a speedy quote at
a decent price? Just go to...

www.printsaver.co.nz
* Plus GST and freight. Some minimum charges apply. Please see
website for details on artwork, payment, and turnaround times.
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